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ABSTRACT
This article uses a collection of mementos curated by Robert James Tennent, a middle-class man to interrogate how objects materialised love and sex in Ireland. It problematises readings of courtship tokens as simple objects of affection, and considers how individuals engaged in culturally-sanctioned courtship practices in extra-licit ways. Gifts and tokens took on new meanings when they were accessioned into the personal archives of their owners and catalogued as mementos of past relationships. Read as a collection of courtship mementos and a homemade pornographic archive, this article argues that the collection provides an unique insight into the curation of sexual memory.
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Introduction

The Tennent archive in the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland is home to a remarkable collection of sixteen objects. Catalogued under the papers of Robert James Tennent, a middle-class man who came of age in nineteenth-century Belfast, one will find a large grey envelope that contains fourteen locks of hair that are individually wrapped in small handmade envelopes; a small envelope labelled ‘Hair’ (now empty) that may once have held a lock of hair; and a broken ring that has been snapped in half.1 Of these fourteen locks of hair, twelve are accompanied by the names of their supposed bestowers, eleven are dated, and one includes what appears to be a medicinal remedy endorsed ‘With Dr Curie’s best regards’. All eleven pieces of hair fall within the period 1810 to 1827, and ten are dated precisely, including the specific day, month and year of their reception or inclusion in the collection. A closer examination of the names and dates reveals that the hair belongs to at least ten different women. The eagle-eyed will also note that there is considerable overlap in the dates the different locks of hair were collected. One will also notice that the condition, quality and quantity of the hair varies considerably: from hair arranged in small, neat plaits, to slim cuts and wisps, to roughly cut masses of hair, balled and packed into their respective envelopes. The locks are awash with colour, ranging from light fair to ash blonde, dark brown to black, and grey. Their texture is likewise variable. Whereas some pieces are straight and smooth, others are tangled or in a state of disintegration. From the hair to the broken ring, each item bears
an individual story of its journey from the head or finger of its owner to the possession of Robert James Tennent, and then to an envelope, stored away in an archive. Taken together, the collection is a rich ‘harvest’ of entangled emotional practices. Drawing on the Irish Tennent collection, this article extends our knowledge of the interconnections between courtship, sex and material culture, and contributes to recent debates on the role of objects in materialising emotional practices.

The material culture of courtship and its practices is a growing field. A rich body of scholarship exists that sheds light on the central role that objects played in the courtship ritual. Work by historians of England and Scotland has revealed much about the gifts that were employed, their meanings, and the gendered patterns of their exchange. Such extensive studies of courtship and its rituals have yet to be undertaken in respect to Ireland. While social histories of Irish courtship and marriage have flourished in recent years, their materiality has attracted significantly less attention. As Maria Luddy and Mary O’Dowd have recently pointed out, the material culture of marriage customs and practices is worthy of much more research. That is not to say that the materiality of courtship and marriage has been completely overlooked in an Irish context. It is worth noting that these themes have received relatively much more attention from historians of design and craft. Moreover, it is within folklore scholarship where the connections between objects, ritual and meaning have been best explored – Linda Ballard’s *Forgetting Frolic* (1998) being an excellent example.

Historian such as Sarah Anne Bendall have also shed light on how objects enabled courting couples to navigate the physical and sexual boundaries of their growing relationships. Framed within the context of courtship conventions, women and men could exchange gifts loaded with amorous meaning and intimate intent. Tokens such as gloves, garters and busks were worn on and against the body, allowing young lovers to bridge physical and emotional distance. The erotic and affective properties of hair was likewise widely recognised, explaining the use of hair (including pubic hair) in love magic, as well as its status as an object that signalled marriage. The sexually charged nature of these tokens, however, was sanitised, even sanctioned, by the rituals of gift-giving. Activities that may have been regarded as illicit were made licit through objects: material culture provided a conduit through which sexual energies could be channelled appropriately.

Influenced by the histories of emotions, historians have recently turned their attention towards understanding love as a social and cultural practice. A 2020 Special Issue in this journal on ’Interrogating Romantic Love’ explored how love was produced, practiced, and expressed in Britain between the seventeenth- and the twentieth-centuries. A number of contributions considered the role of material culture in understanding the emotional worlds of courtship traditions. As Sally Holloway’s piece on Valentine’s Day cards demonstrated, material objects make manifest how ‘people “do” love’. Objects not only carry affective meaning, they act as tangible expressions of the ‘nonverbal language of love’; or as Katie Barclay has argued, they ‘materialise love, becoming implicated in what romantic love is’. Other articles explored the ways that individuals negotiated ideas about romantic love, extending and reshaping them to fit relationships that occurred outside of marriage. As Kate Gibson’s article revealed, romantic love was employed as a tool in the navigation of extra-marital affairs. Drawing on the case-study of a woman named ‘E.B’., Gibson revealed how women involved in seemingly transgressive
relationships manipulated discourses of romantic love to fit their own situations, enabling them to justify the morality of extra-marital sex. Reconceptualised within the discourses of romantic love, adulterous relationships could be reframed as licit by those involved.

That ideas of what love meant, how it was expressed and performed, and where it was located were not fixed concepts, but could be tailored to suit individual circumstances has an important bearing on how we read courtship objects and the ways that individuals engaged with them. As Sara Ahmed has astutely argued, ‘shared feelings are not about feeling the same feeling’. 13 In this, historical studies of the connections between objects, emotions and their performance have much to gain from engaging with the work of folklorists. Folklore scholarship provides a useful distinction between the meaning and meaningfulness of traditions that has direct implications for how we think about individuals’ participation in social customs. Whereas ‘meaning’ refers to a ‘cognitive understanding of what something represents that is created and share publicly’, ‘meaningfulness’ or ‘felt meaning … refers to what it means personally to an individual; that is, what memories and emotions it evokes for them’. 14 In other words, while objects materialise the shared emotional worlds of individuals, the ‘meaningfulness’ of those traditions may be personalised and individual. As this article suggests, the exchange of gifts may have been recognised as a socially sanctioned courtship custom, but the meaningfulness of that tradition was contingent on the individual. Tokens initially exchanged in courtship could adapt new meanings, as the relationship between giver, recipient and the object changed. Neither objects, nor the meanings attached to them are static; they have agency.

The following article applies this approach to the Tennent collection to interrogate the role that objects played in materialising the emotional and sexual worlds of courtship. It is split into two parts. The article begins by considering the Tennent collection as a source for courtship and locates the locks of hair and broken ring in discussions of emotional objects. The second part reconsiders the ‘meaningfulness’ of the Tennent collection. Taken singly, each item in the Tennent collection represents a particular moment in time and captures the material exchange between bestower and recipient. Considered as a whole, however, it represents something more. In the act of curating, cataloguing and arranging, Tennent crafted a site of sexual memory, transforming the meaning of his objects and his engagement with them. Read instead as a handmade and homemade pornographic archive, the article complicates our understanding of how objects materialise emotional practices. Following the argument of Ahmed that objects are ‘sticky’ and ‘saturated with affect’, this article reveals how objects and their traditions shed and accumulate new meaning as they move through time and space. 15

**Robert James Tennent & his collection**

Before beginning our exploration of courtship, it is useful to pause and introduce the curator of the collection: Robert James Tennent. Born on 30 April 1803, Tennent was a member of one of Belfast’s wealthiest families. His father, Robert, initially trained as a medical doctor before making a name for himself as a philanthropist, and his uncle,
William, was a wealthy merchant who made his fortune in banking, wine and insurance.\textsuperscript{16} Tennent’s privileged background afforded him the opportunity of a good education, and he studied at the newly established Belfast Academical Institution for six years before progressing to University at Trinity College, Dublin.\textsuperscript{17} It was during these formative years that Tennent appears to have accumulated his collection. The earliest item, a lock of hair belonging to Miss Ellen Templeton, is dated 1 May 1818, and the latest, a lock of hair bearing the name Ellen Lepper, is dated 26 June 1827. Covering the eight years between Tennent’s fifteenth- and twenty-fourth year of life, the collection encompasses the entirety of his adolescence.

Growing up in nineteenth-century Ireland, Tennent inhabited a society wherein extra-marital sex (albeit subject to disapproval) was not that unusual. Illegitimacy rates, while consistently lower than those recorded in Britain and Europe, evidence that Irish women and men did engage in sex outside of marriage.\textsuperscript{18} While rates of illegitimacy in Ireland decreased over the nineteenth-century (never rising above 3.8%), the Island continued to return a relatively high infanticide rate by European standards in comparison.\textsuperscript{19} As the work of Elaine Farrell and James Kelly has demonstrated, the majority of infanticide cases involved unmarried women and are indicative of attempts to cover up illicit sexual activity.\textsuperscript{20} Extra-marital sex even shaped Tennent’s own family makeup. His uncle William was well known for his ‘non-traditional’ lifestyle, having fathered at least 13 illegitimate children before marriage, all of whom he recognised publicly.\textsuperscript{21} As a young man, Tennent likewise engaged in numerous romantic entanglements, exchanging details of these trysts (whether real or imagined) in letters with his college friends – the tone of which has been described by J.J. Wright as ‘downright ribald’.\textsuperscript{22} This paper extends our knowledge of this period of Tennent’s life by focusing attention on the materiality of these experiences. It considers what Tennent’s collection of objects can tell us about courtship, as also about the curation of sexual identity.

**An archive of courtship**

Gifts and tokens exchanged in courtship took many forms, and included sums of money, items of clothing, books, small trinkets, ribbons, locks of hair, and rings.\textsuperscript{23} Such items were imbued with affective meaning and it was this, more than their financial value, that mattered most. In choosing to send a particular token, the gift-giver communicated a specific message to its recipient and, in return, the recipient indicated their agreement or rejection of this message by either accepting or refusing the gift. As a courtship developed from initial friendship, through to romantic attachment, engagement and then finally, marriage, gifts were employed to mark each stage of this progression, serving to confirm, accelerate or terminate the developing relationship.\textsuperscript{24} As Sally Holloway has noted for Georgian England, the exchange of romantic gifts enabled courting couples to ‘negotiate the path to matrimony’.\textsuperscript{25}

The Tennent collection provides some insight into how material culture figured in its curator’s transition to married life. At least one of the locks of hair in the collection belongs to Tennent’s future wife, Eliza McCracken. Born sometime around 1804, Eliza belonged to one of Belfast’s well-known merchant families.\textsuperscript{26} We are fortunate that their correspondence, encompassing their courtship and stretching across their married life, survives and is held in the Tennent archive.\textsuperscript{27} The couple’s relationship began sometime
in 1826 and eventually ended in marriage in June 1830. Their route to marriage, however, was anything but smooth. The major obstacle to their relationship was Eliza’s father, who refused to consent to the match until late 1828 and was furious when he learned the pair had been meeting in secret.\(^{28}\) Eliza herself also injected drama into their courtship. She called off their relationship at least three times as she ‘tested’ the strength of Tennent’s commitment.\(^{29}\) As detailed by J.J. Wright in his essay on the pair, Eliza appears to have followed the practice of ‘ritualised courtship testing’ and manufactured crises in order to stress test the relationship. Indeed, she had ‘ample material’ to work with: Tennent’s financial security, his religious principles, and his chequered romantic past were all fair game.\(^{30}\)

The trials and tribulations of the Tennent-McCracken relationship have been the subject of recent work by Wright. Yet, what has been less explored is how material culture featured in their bumpy progression from courtship to marriage. Tokens played an important role in their developing relationship. We know from Eliza’s letters to Tennent that she sent at least one, perhaps two, locks of her own hair. One such lock she sent to him enclosed in ‘a little brooch’.\(^{31}\) It is possible that the other lock is curated in the Tennent collection. Item 17, a partly unrolled plait of brown hair, bears the label ‘Eliza, Where is the Bosom friend dearer than all’.\(^ {32}\) That Eliza sent the hair with flirtatious intent is clear from her letters. For example, in response to Robert’s request for a lock of her hair in September 1827, she teased him:

... as to the ringlet how could you ask me to spoil my curls for you? Unreasonable man! ... I will think of it, \& if I can give you a small grain without much detriment to my dark wavy tresses perhaps I may so far forget my prudish prudence as to do so. remember, I say, perhaps.\(^ {33}\)

Aside from locks of hair, Eliza’s letters were also sent as physical tokens of love and affection. It is well-established that letters played a key role in facilitating romantic relationships. Letters not only bridged the physical distance between courting couples, they were imbued with affective value, enabling women and men to deepen their emotional connection by touching, kissing, and gazing at one and another’s missives.\(^ {34}\) Entering into correspondence was a sign that a relationship was serious and developed. Indeed, it is for that reason that Eliza was quite guarded about corresponding with Tennent without her father’s permission. For example, in reply to a letter from Tennent in which he voiced his frustration at her lack of letters, Eliza drew a connection between the physical letter and what it symbolised, telling him that: ‘corresponding always implies an engagement, no person would believe that we are not engaged did they know that we corresponded’.\(^ {35}\) The affective qualities of letters were likewise recognised by Tennent. In an undated letter penned before a trip to London, he asked Eliza to write him ‘one word’ that he could ‘carry about ... as a talisman’.\(^ {36}\) The letter connected the writer and its recipient, both physically and emotionally.

The emphasis placed by Eliza on letters and tokens as material evidence of attachment explains her use of them as a ‘stress-testing’ strategy. Eliza was acutely aware of Tennent’s past lovers, even confessing in one letter how she wished he ‘had never care for any person’ before they met.\(^ {37}\) Two women she named explicitly: Hannah McGee, who she did not ‘like the idea of’, and M.G., also known as Mary Gray. The latter was a regular source of comment in Eliza’s letters. The issue for Eliza was that Mary had once accepted a proposal
of marriage from Tennent, and he had subsequently reneged on it. Eliza’s investigations into the failed engagement, however, revealed that there was considerable overlap between the cessation of Tennent’s relationship with Mary and his courtship of her. This overlap could be traced through material culture in the form of letters and tokens. It transpired that Tennent had continued to maintain an ‘affectionate’ correspondence with Mary and her family until late May 1827. While Tennent admitted that he had indeed continued to correspond with the Gray family, he maintained that he done so out of duty, not of love.

Eliza also complained that Mary was still in possession of Tennent’s letters, noting that ‘so long as she does so [she] considers herself engaged to you’. She was likewise disappointed to learn that Tennent had failed to return small mementos given to him by Mary, including a chain. In a letter dated February 1828, she commanded him to ‘return the chain’ because his continued wearing of it (unfairly) implied he still harboured feelings for the sender. As indicated by this episode, the rituals of material exchange also played a role in the cessation of relationships. The return of such gifts not only symbolised the termination of a relationship, it cut any ties (both emotional and material) between the gift-giver and recipient.

Interestingly, the Tennent collection reveals how objects were also bestowed upon ex-lovers as a parting gift. Three items in the collection are attributed to a young woman named Hannah McGee: two locks of hair and a broken metal ring. We know that two of the locks of hair belong to Hannah because they bear her name. The first is a neat circular twist of brown hair containing the annotation ‘Hair of Hannah McGee’ and is dated 1 May 1818 and the other, assembled in a messy un-done plait, is labelled ‘September 31, 1820 Sunday, Given me by Hannah McGee’. We are also fortunate that a number of their courtship letters have survived. There are seven letters written between the couple, four from Hannah and three from Tennent, dating to the period between April and July 1821. While a small collection, the letters afford an unrivalled insight into the emotional world of courtship.

Save these items, not a lot of information can be gleaned about Hannah. We can deduce from the letters that she and Tennent appear to have been young sweethearts, striking up an intimate relationship sometime in 1818, when Hannah was almost seventeen years old and Tennent was aged fifteen. The young couple wrote to one and another in the language of love and affection, tinged by their respective desires to keep their relationship hidden from public knowledge. Believing that Hannah’s parents would not approve of her relationship with a ‘harum scarum youth’ like Tennent (a nod to his bad reputation), the pair conducted their courtship in secret. Tennent appears to have been enamoured with Hannah, and he delighted in hearing from others even the smallest scraps of news of her well-being, such as reports from his cousin Theresa of her conversations and movements. In May 1821 Tennent even wrote to Hannah of his desire for marriage, confessing that she was an omnipresent figure in his mind: ‘Waking up & sleeping. [A]lone and in company. [Y]ou are present to my thoughts’.

The young couple never progressed to marriage. In July 1821, Hannah wrote a letter to Tennent and ended their relationship, explaining that she feared her father would soon rumble their secret romance. As a parting gift and lasting symbol of their attachment, she enclosed with her missive the token of a broken ring:
I have a little ring which I wore many a day when I was happier than I am at present. I will break it and send you the half of it. [E]ver we bejoined it shall be so too if not I at least will remain as it is.  

The ring alluded to in the letter is likely the same broken ring that survives in the Tennant collection: a small piece of metal that appears to have been either cut or snapped in half.  

Hannah’s decision to convey this message with a ring is important when we remember that Tennant had considered marriage. The significance of the ring is further sharpened when we consider its materiality as a folk custom. In folk ballads, tokens were often used to symbolise the strength of romantic attachment, acting as markers of fidelity and trust. As Peter Wood has noted, many folk songs focus on the love between a young couple who seek to be united despite obstacles. Opposition from parents (as in Hannah’s case), or estrangement caused by war or military service, caused the young couple to part. A token – most often a ring, was then exchanged to establish the relationship and used for the purposes of reunification. While variants of these ‘broken token’ songs have been recorded across Britain and Ireland, scholars are uncertain as to whether the ballads reflected social practice. Andrew Rouse, for example, has suggested that broken token ballads refer not to the physical splitting of tokens into two pieces, but to the practice of couples exchanging gimmal rings, also known as linked rings. These tokens were made up of a double (or sometimes triple) link that could be joined together into one solid ring. It was customary practice to split the gimmal ring at betrothal between the persons to be married and their witness. When the marriage took place and the contract was completed, all three parts would be reunited and the ring used in the ceremony itself.  

While the ring in the Tennant collection does not appear to be a gimmal ring, the employment of the broken ring suggests that the bestower was at least familiar with the wider folk meanings of broken tokens. Indeed, as Katie Barclay has argued, ballads provide a window into social values and ‘even uncover realities’. For Hannah, the broken ring may have symbolised the possibility of reunion, and not the permanent cessation of her attachment to Tennent. As David Bissell has explored in relation to lost objects, the act of reunification ‘makes the object more visible, increasing the potential for the object to affectually move others’. Hannah’s object of choice was therefore deliberate; the reunification of the ring was a symbol for the rekindling of their relationship.  

Yet, Hannah’s message to Tennent was not just one of reunification; it was also one of heartbreak. Rings appear in another sub-genre of romantic folk ballads: stories that tell of grief and death. In these ballads, the materiality of objects (usually rings) represented the enduring strength of a romantic relationship. In some ballads, rings lost their lustre and changed in colour in response to the changing emotions or ‘dying’ love of the bestower. In others, the destruction of rings was used as a plot device to symbolise the cessation of a beating heart. For example, in ‘Prince Robert’ the protagonist is murdered by his mother for marrying without asking permission. Robert’s grieving widow attends the funeral and requests that the ring he wore on his little finger be returned to her possession. The mother-in-law replies that the ring no longer exists, remarking that it ‘burst in three’ at the moment of Robert’s death. At this, the widow leaves, her heart also breaking into three pieces. A similar fate befell the ring wore by the male protagonist in ‘Lamkin’, who learned that his wife has been murdered when the ring on his finger broke into pieces. Employed as a metaphor for her broken heart, Hannah used an object to
symbolise her emotions. Indeed, that the token represented Hannah’s broken self is encapsulated in her resolution to remain broken ‘as it [the ring] is’ if they were never again joined.\textsuperscript{59} Hannah and her broken heart became present in the object.\textsuperscript{60}

**Re-reading the tennent collection: a homemade pornographic archive**

Thus far we have discussed how gifts and tokens acted as emotional objects that materialised courtship and its practices. Certain aspects of the Tennent collection, however, suggest that it may have been curated and kept for other purposes. Scholars are in agreement that objects are imbued with multiple layers of meaning, representing different things for different people, and used for different purposes.\textsuperscript{61} As Ceri Houlbrook has observed, the ‘meanings’ ascribed to customs can be as ‘varied as the practitioners themselves’.\textsuperscript{62}

Reading the Tennent collection solely as a deposit of courtship mementos is problematic because we know neither the biography of each individual item, nor the context in which it was collected, curated and kept. Our first access point is the women who gifted their locks of hair. What different motivations underlay their tokens? Might the same intentions underpin the lock of hair that is intricately woven into a neat plait as that which appears to have been cut unevenly from the head of its owner? The difference in the quality of hair ascribed to Catharine Hyndman and that bearing only the street name ‘North Road, Belfast’ is stark: the former a neat plait, complete with the name of its owner and dated; the latter, a shapeless mass of hair in a fire-damaged envelope.\textsuperscript{63} Contextual detail on the majority of those who bestowed their hair is also largely absent from the Tennent archive. Indeed, at least three of the items are not labelled and it is unclear from whom the hair has been collected.\textsuperscript{64} We should not therefore assume that all of the hair was bestowed, curated, and kept with romantic intention.

Other items in the collection appear to lack a romantic connection. Item 5 is made up of a large mass of unshaped hair, packaged in a folded piece of paper that contains what might be directions for medicine.\textsuperscript{65} Signed off with ‘Dr Curie’s best regards’, the note advises that a powder should be taken ‘every other day in a little spoonful of water about the middle of the day’.\textsuperscript{66} With no further contextual information available, the connection between the note, hair and courtship is not immediately clear. Analysing the Tennent collection solely as a source for courtship is therefore superficial, and potentially tells us more about the experiences of those who meet it in the archive than it does the origins of the collection itself. As Laura Peers has noted, the ‘active lives’ of objects are obscured in the archive and are reinterpreted by those who come into contact with them.\textsuperscript{67} While it is true that locks of hair were exchanged as part of courtship rituals, we cannot assume that all those items in the Tennent collection were deposited as a result of such practices.

In her analysis of the Disraeli collection, Hay argued that ‘hair in the archive has to be recontextualised through the biography of its collector. Such collections tell the story of its possessor and not that of its originator’.\textsuperscript{68} This is likewise a point made by Richard Grassby, who has noted that ‘things are often more important for their associations’. In order to access the meaning of objects, we need to know why they were acquired and kept.\textsuperscript{69} Our second access point is thus the curator of the collection: Robert James Tennent. For what reasons did he keep this collection of hair? Untangling Tennent’s
motivations for curating the collection is difficult. We are faced with many questions. In what ways did he engage with this collection? Where and how did he store it? Was this a private collection, intended for his personal use? Did his wife or anyone else know of its existence?

While homemade hairwork and the curation of hair albums were traditionally regarded as feminine pursuits, this did not mean that men were unable or unwilling to participate in these sentimental practices. Helen Sheumaker’s study of hairwork, for example, has revealed how it was fashionable for men to wear watch-chains made of hair. Striking the balance between sentimentality and practicality, watch-chains encompassed the two pillars of middle-class manliness: loyalty to work and fidelity to one’s family. Men’s engagement with hairwork also took place on a private level too. Some men kept private collections of hair that had been bestowed by their wives, keeping note in their diaries of their emotional engagements with it. It was also not unusual for men to craft emotional objects of their own. As Joanne Begiato’s work has demonstrated, men who were absent from home gifted handcrafted objects in order to ‘prompt remembrance’ in the minds of their loved ones. Soldiers and sailors sewed verses into cigarette silks and made heart-shaped pincushions decorated with beads and pins. Tennent’s collection of hair, however, is not in wearable form. Nor does it seem to have been created in order to be a gift to a loved one. What other reason may explain its curation?

A case can be made that the collection acted as a specially curated site of sexual memory, akin to a trophy cabinet, connecting Tennent to his roguish past as a ‘harum scarum youth’. As Meghan Roberts has demonstrated in her study of prisoners in revolutionary France, everyday objects (such as butter dishes) were imbued with ‘tremendous affective power’, transporting the imprisoned emotionally to the ‘safe embrace’ of their families and homes. I would argue that a similar process was at play here. Tennent’s collection makes manifest his carefully curated sexual history. Like the items of homemade and handmade pornography studied by Lisa Siegl, Tennent’s collection provides an unique insight into a personal narrative of sexual experience. As Siegl points out, the erotic objects crafted by individuals, from whittled figures to pornographic pamphlets, tell us much about how individuals ‘told stories about sexuality in their own idioms’. Indeed, as Maya Wassell Smith has argued, the act of handmaking is ‘emotionally transformative’ because it invests objects ‘with social and emotional agency’. When men crafted objects, they were not ‘simply thinking through making, but feeling through making too’. Tennent’s collection of hair can be read in a similar way. While he may have received these objects as part of a courtship custom, his subsequent curation of them altered not only their meaning, but also their meaningfulness. Like notches on a bedpost, the Tennent collection provides an unique insight into how one man understood and documented his sexual experience.

That Tennent returned to this collection of tokens as passports to his bachelorhood is suggested by the labelling and physical state of some of the items. For example, the lock of hair attributed to Miss Catharine Louisa Lawless has been curiously amended to make clear its actual reception date: ‘Hair of Catharine Louisa Lawless, 1820, Dublin November 101,820 or rather 10 o’clock morning November 111,820’. It is not clear why this amendment has been made. One possibility is that the phrasing acted as a veiled indication that Tennent retrieved the hair the morning after a night-time tryst. The amendment is made in the same
ink and the initial date is not crossed out: the phrasing draws attention to the passing of the day. It may also simply reflect a desire to record the context of the gift accurately for posterity. Whatever the reason, the amendment suggests a desire to meticulously record the circumstances the hair was received. The correct curation of the items was clearly important to Tennent. That the collection was used as a way of reconnecting to past memories may also be suggested from the physicality of the items. Tokens were rubbed, stroked and smelled by their owners, tactfully transporting them to places, events and people that held valued memories. It is entirely probable that some of the misshapen and unformed locks of hair in the collection are direct consequences of excessive touch. The hair of Catharine Louisa Lawless, for instance, may have once been formed into a neat plait.

A further question we may ask of the collection is its use. While it is not likely the collection was ever assembled as a ‘gift’ to another, was it curated solely for private use? Is it possible that others may have been privy to its existence? Given Eliza McCracken’s feelings on the retention of courtship gifts and tokens discussed earlier, it is highly likely that Tennent kept the existence of this collection from her notice. A closer inspection of the items reveals that at least two locks of hair were entered into the collection at the same time he was courting his wife. Whereas item 9 in the collection labelled ‘Hair of Lucretia Belfast’ is dated 13 December 1826, item 15, belonging to Ellen Lepper, is dated 26 June 1827. The hair could potentially stand as evidence of Tennent’s roving eye and/or infidelity – matters we can assume he would want to keep from his wife.

It is possible that Tennent may have shared his growing collection with his male friends as a symbol of his fledgling sexuality. As discussed by Wright, Tennent and his friendship group shared ribald stories of flirtations and sexual encounters (both attempted and successful) with various women. All fourteen locks of hair in the collection date to the period before Tennent’s marriage to Eliza McCracken, and nine of the items pre-date the beginning of their courtship. Given the nature of the young men’s correspondence, it is possible that these locks were kept as trophies which acted as visible evidence of their owner’s romantic liaisons.

This point is further strengthened when we consider how deeply embedded hair was in the sexual consciousness of contemporaries during this period. Novels, poetry and song with a sexual element regularly utilised hair as metaphors and plot devices. Indeed, in the mid nineteenth-century, a sexual fetish for hair-cutting was recorded across Germany and France, and was debated at length by psychiatrists and sexologists. Diederik F. Janssen has drawn attention to the case of a man recorded by the nineteenth-century sexologist Emile Laurent (1891), who collected hair from women he ‘loved’ on his travels across Europe. According to Laurent, the man in question ‘carefully labelled and tied [the hair] with silk favours’ and claimed that it was ‘enough for him to touch or sniff one of [the] locks . . . to immediately evoke the image of the one to which it belonged, to remember the special perfume that she spread and the sensations she gave him’. Hair was imbued with sexual value.

Tennent and his friends were likely aware of the wider cultural associations between hair and sex. J.J. Wright has noted that Tennent and his adolescent friends were not only avid readers of romantic literature in general, they were keen admirers of Byron who was famous for his scandalous private life. As students at the Belfast Academical Institution,
the young men would have been well versed in texts that invoked hair as sexual metaphors. For example, they would likely have been familiar with Alexander Pope’s mock-epic, *Rape of the Lock* (1712), the story of which hinges on the forceable cutting of Belinda’s coveted hair and acts as an allegory for sexual violence. Tennent and his friends may also have been aware of other literary takes on sexual violence, such as the classical story of Lucretia, whose heralded chastity and virtue was violated by rape. Interestingly, one of the locks of hair in the Tennent collection is labelled simply as ‘Hair of Lucretia Belfast’ and may point to the owner’s knowledge of the story and the literary significance of hair in stories of courtship and sex.

Other evidence that points to the possibility of a shared collection is the medicinal remedy that accompanies item 5. As noted, traditions can be participated in for different reasons. Individuals may participate in a ritual practice but for their own reasons, subverting the tradition in the process. Read in this way, it is possible that the ‘gift’ of hair with this note is not a gift at all but a tongue-in-check reference to venereal disease. The ‘remedy’ has perhaps been ‘prescribed’ for the consequences of unrestrained romantic attachment. Hair was commonly included as an ingredient in rituals involving sympathetic magic and in love potions. As the work of Andrew Sneddon has demonstrated, ‘remedies, rituals and charms’ were employed across nineteenth- and twentieth-century Ireland by individuals who sought help for a range of ailments and complaints. While it is unclear if the remedy was used as a cure for venereal disease, its inclusion with the ball of hair may indicate a shared knowledge of the wider culture of folk medicine and healing in Ireland. The Tennent collection fits into what Lisa Siegl has categorised as ‘surprise pornographies’: objects that appear to be one thing to an outsider, but which are in fact something else, known only to the creator. They hide ‘representations of sex beneath a respectable veneer’. Disguised as a personal collection of mementos, and cloaked in the language of the tradition of gift-giving, Tennent’s trophy case bears the hallmarks of a sexual collection that is only discernible to those who are ‘in the know’. This may have included his group of male friends, who likewise boasted and bragged of their sexual activities.

**Conclusion**

This article has highlighted the explanatory potential of material culture in unlocking the emotional worlds of Irish courtship practices. Courting couples employed objects as they navigated their way towards marriage, using tokens to signify the development of their relationships. Objects were likewise employed as a way of ending those relationships, and gifted items were expected to be returned. At the same time, the Tennent collection brings into sharper focus the challenges in locating individual experiences within these wider social practices. As Woodham et al have pointed out, the difficulty in unlocking and understanding the ‘family archive’ lies in the fact that it is ‘largely intangible’; ‘its meaning [is] held between specific individuals’. Each of the sixteen items in the Tennent collection has its own individual story that charts its eventual placement in the archive. Where each item originated, how they ended up in Tennent’s possession, and the relationships between bestower and owner are largely unknown. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that objects, like their owners, are multi-authored. As Ceri Houlbrook and Rebecca Shawcross have argued in relation to concealed shoes, objects
are shaped by their complex biographies, which change in meaning as they move between their makers, users, finders, keepers and discarders.\(^9\) Our understanding of the Tennent collection is likewise shaped by the complex biographies of the items. The hair in the collection was imbued with intangible meaning at the moment it was cut from the head of its possessor; when it was transferred to Tennent’s possession and curated in his collection, it again shifted in meaning, moving from a gift to an object of memory; and when the hair was accessioned into an archive, it shifted once more from a personal collection of mementos to a public one, devoid of contextual memory. Indeed, the collection is subject to yet more transformations: it is a teaching tool in my family history classes, and it forms the basis of this article. The same process applies to the broken ring.

In order to appreciate the significance of the collection we must instead reimagine it, not as an archive of courtship, but as a site of curated memory. Indeed, as Christiane Holm has argued, it is more important to understand how objects ‘sustain acts of memory’ through the processes of ‘hiding and revealing, absence and presence, anonymity and naming’ than it is to know their original contexts.\(^9\) Read in this way, the Tennent collection is better understood as a personal archive of one man’s romantic and sexual history. In curating the collection, Tennent engaged in a culturally-sanctioned memento-making tradition but he did so in an individual way. His collection tells us not only about the existence of his past romantic relationships, but those he felt were important enough to memorialise through objects. This does not mean that none of the items were bestowed and curated as objects of affection; rather, it recognises the fact that objects can mean many things to one person and that those meanings are neither static nor inflexible.
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